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1. Introduction 
In [9], J.H.C. Whitehead defined a crossed module to be the algebraic equivalent 
of a second relative homotopy group: 
Definition. Let G be a group. A G-crossed module consists of a group C on which 
G acts, together with a homomorphism a : C-, G such that 
(i) aba-’ = @a) 0 b for a, b E C, and 
(ii) a(g 0 c) =g(&)g-’ for g E G and c E C. 
(If (YX) is a pair of spaces, then 7rnz(YX) is a ;rrtX-crossed module.) Suppose 
that X is a connected CW-complex, and that Y is obtained from X by attaching 
2-cells. Whitehead [9] showed that in this case, x2(xX) is a free x,X-crossed 
module, i.e., if {c,} are the elements of ;71#‘,X) corresponding to the 2-cells of 
Y-X, and if (g,} are elements of another n,X-crossed module G with ag,=ac,, 
then there is a unique homomorphism of crossed modules h : 7t2(Y,X) + G for 
which h(c,) =g,. Whitehead’s proof of this theorem is rather difficult and geo- 
metric (see [l] for a more modern exposition of Whitehead’s proof). Brown and 
Higgins [2] have shown that this theorem follows from their 2-dimensional generali- 
zation of the van Kampen theorem, in the context of ‘double groupoids’. Ratcliffe 
[7], using his study of free and projective crossed modules, was able to give a more 
algebraic proof. The purpose of the present paper is to give a completely algebraic 
proof of this theorem. We will obtain the theorem through a study offree simplicial 
groups, which are models for loop spaces (and are therefore useful for computing 
(absolute) homotopy groups). 
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Notation. If X is a CW-complex, we will let (x,, xs, . . . } be the set of l-cells, 
(e,, ep, . . .} be the set of 2-cells, and { fQ, fs, . . . } be the set of 3-cells. For each 2-cell 
e,, the element of n1 Xi represented by its attaching map will be r,. If x and y are 
elements of a group, then [x, y] =xyx-‘y-l, xY=yxy-‘, and xey = (yxy-‘)-I. If A 
is a set, then FA will be the free group on A. 
We will use the following alternative characterization of free crossed modules [9]: 
Theorem. The G-crossed module C is free if and only if there is a set of elements 
(c,> c C such that C is the group given by the presentation having generators 
{ci 1 ge G) and relations (c~c~c~~c~” 1 k=gr,g-‘h). 
The main theorem of this paper is then the following: 
Theorem 1. Let X be a connected C W-complex, and let Y be obtained from X by 
attaching 2-cells. Then R#, X) has the presentation with generators (e,” ) ea is a 
cell of Y-X, and w E R,X) and relations (e~e~e;ve~u 1 u = or,o-’ w>. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
We will assume that all CW-complexes are reduced, i.e., have only one vertex. 
This is no loss of generality, because given any connected complex we can obtain 
a homotopy equivalent reduced one by collapsing a maximal subtree. 
We begin with Kan’s ‘combinatorial definition of the homotopy groups’. Let X 
be a reduced CW-complex. In [6], Kan constructs a free simplicial group [5, Defini- 
tion 5. I] GX which has one nondegenerate generator for each positive dimensional 
cell of X, and which is a model for QX, the loop space of X (i.e., the geometric 
realization of GX is homotopy equivalent to SZX). Thus, to compute RiX, we need 
only compute 7Ci_ 1GX. 
Theorem 2 (Kan [6]). Let X be a reduced CW-complex. There is a free simplicial 
group G W which is a model for QX, and is such that the nondegenerate generators 
in dimension n correspond to the (n + I)-ceils of X. Furthermore, if c is an (n + I)- 
cell of X (and therefore also a nondegenerate generator of (GX),), then die= 1 for 
i >O, and i+,c represents the element of z,,_,(GX) = z,Xn given by the attaching 
map of c. 
We will identify xa in (GX), with sOxa in (GX), and with six, in (GX),. Thus, 
(GX), =F{x,), (GX), =F(&} U {x,>), and 
(GX),=F(UJ U &eB) U &es) U k>). 
To compute the absolute homotopy groups of a simplicial group G [4, section 51, 
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we form the (non-abelian) chain complex (6, a) given by G, = ni,, ker ai, with 8 
induced by a,. Then H,,e= z,G. To compute the second relative homotopy group, 
we begin with 
Theorem 3. Let X be a reduced CW-complex. Then (GX),/a(dX), is the group 
given by generators {e: ) w E n,X ‘> and relations 
jaf; 1 u E n,X') U {e~e~e~veju 1 u = vr,v-’ w>. 
(Note that each afy is some word in the e,“.) We give the proof of Theorem 3 in 
Section 3. Now, assuming Theorem 3, we construct a homomorphism h : (dX),/ 
a(dx), -+ z2(X, X’) as follows: for each 2-cell e, of X, we choose a characteristic 
map (actually, this was done in the construction of GX (see [6])). This characteristic 
map determines an element of zn,(X, X1), and we define h(e,“) to be the result of 
acting upon this element of n,(X, X1) by w E x,X1. We now have a homomor- 
phism F(e,“) --) z*(X, Xl). Since the relations in our presentation of (GX),/a(GX), 
are relations that hold in any second relative homotopy group, this defines our 
homomorphism h : (dx), /a(GX), --+ JQ(X, X ‘). 
Proposition 4. The homomorphism h is an isomorphism, which is natural with 
respect to the inclusion of a subcomplex. 
Proof. We have the exact sequence 
0 --+ nT12x-+ (Gx),/a(Gx), + (Gx)~ -+ 7z1x 
where the third arrow is induced by a. This maps to the homotopy exact sequence 
0 --) 7r2x-) n,(X,X’) + n,X’ + 71,x, 
with the center homomorphism being h. An examination of [6] reveals that the map 
on n,X is exactly the isomorphism defined by Kan, and so all of the vertical homo- 
morphisms except h are isomorphisms. The five lemma now implies that h is an 
isomorphism, and the definition of h makes the naturality clear. 
Remark. One could also observe that (GX),/a(GX), and z2(X, X1) must be 
isomorphic because they are both central extensions of the free group kernel 
(rrr X’ + n,X) by rrr,X, but the naturality would not be as clear. 
Since rrr(X, X1) has only one element, the homotopy exact sequence of the triple 
[8, p. 3781 yields the exact sequence n2(X, X1) + n,(Y, X’) -+ 7r,(Y, X) -+ 1. We now 
observe that we have presentations of the first two groups in this sequence, the 
generators for n,(X,X’) are a subset of the generators for 7t2(Y, X1), and the 
homomorphism 7t2(X, X1) -+ rr*(Y, X1) is induced by the inclusion map on the set of 
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generators. We may thus obtain a presentation of n,(Y, X) by taking as generators 
the generators of n,(Y, X1), and as relations the union of the generators of 
x2(X, X1) and the relations of n,(Y, X1). Thus, n,(Y, X) is the group given by the 
presentation having generators (e:le, is a 2-cell of Y w E rr,Y’) and relations 
(af;) U {e~e~e(IjvejuJu = W,V-’ w> U {e,“le, is a 2-cell of X, wE7r,Y1}. 
We now proceed to obtain a different presentation for z#X). Since each 3-cell 
fy has afv” E Image(z,(X, X1)), the first family of relations is a consequence of the 
third and may therefore be omitted. If ea is a 2-cell of X, then the element 
e~e~e~ve~U ( w h ere u = or,o-’ w) is equivalent, because of the third family of rela- 
tions, to elei”. This implies that the generators ei and e,W are equivalent whenever 
u and w are equivalent modulo the normal subgroup of 72, X’ generated by (rpleg 
is a 2-cell of X>, i.e., whenever o and w represent the same element of 7r1 X. It is 
now easy to see that 7z2(Y, X) is also the group given by the generators {eI/e, is a 
2-cell of Y-X, w E z1 X) with relations (e~e~e~ve~U(u = ur,o-’ w>, and the proof 
of Theorem 1 is complete (except for the proof of Theorem 3). 
3. Proof of Theorem 3 
Now (GX), is the kernel of a, : (GX), +(GX),. By Theorem 2, (GX), = 
F(@J U &1), (GX),=F&), and a, just sets each es = 1. The Schreier subgroup 
theorem [3, p. 1391 thus implies that 
(GX), = F{we,w-‘IwEF{x,}) = F{e,“lwEF{x,)}. 
It remains only to show that a(GX), is the normal subgroup of (CX), generated 
by (dfyw} U {eiegWe,“ej”ju = W,O-’ w) . We will first compute (GX),. Now (GX), = 
Wfyl u &J u b,epl u &J>9 
ap=@,e&‘@es) and bD=s,-,ea, 
and (GX) = (ker a,) (7 (ker a,). If we define 
then (GX),=~({f,} U {a,1 U ($1 U {x,>>, and 
the maps a, and a2 take on a particularly nice form: a, kills the normal subgroup 
generated by (f,) U {ap), and a2 kills the normal subgroup generated by 
If,) u {bp) * 
Proposition 4. The group (GX), is the normal subgroup of (GX), generated by 
C&J U (b@$‘IIw@‘&J). 
We will prove Proposition 4 at the end of this section. Assuming Proposition 4, 
we now have 
Proposition 5. The group a(cX), is the normal subgroup of (GX), generated by 
{af;> u via:, b;]). 
Proof. Because of Proposition 4 and the fact that a(GX), is a normal subgroup of 
(GX), that contains (a&,“> U {a[ai, b,“3), we need only show that the boundary of 
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any conjugate of fy” or [ai, b;] is contained in the normal subgroup of (GX)’ 
generated by (af,“> U {a[aI, bi]). It is sufficient to check this only when conju- 
gating by a generator of (GX),. Since a(f,) =af, and a@,) =e,, this is obvious for 
the first and third families of generators. Now a(a,)=e;‘r, and a@,) =x6, so 
a(a,[a$ $1 a;‘) = e~‘r,[(e~‘r,)y e;] r,T’ ey 
= ei’ [(earn’ r,)4 ej] ey = e;‘(a [a:, $1) e;‘, 
where p=r,o and 4= r,w. Similar arguments take care off,” conjugated 
[a:, b;] conjugated by xr, and so the proof of Proposition 5 is complete. 
Now 
by a,, 
a[a$ br] = a(aibFa;“bj”> = (e~‘ra)“ep”(r~‘ea)“e~w 
= e~"r,"e~r~"e~ejw = e~‘e~e~ejw, 
where u = vr,o-’ w, and so Proposition 5 implies that a(GX), is the normal closure 
of {af,y U {e~e~e~w 1 u = or,o-’ w). If we conjugate the last expression by e: and 
take the inverse of the result, we see that a(GX), is the normal closure of 
{a&W> U {e~e~e(,vej” 1 u = or,o-’ w}, which completes the proof of Theorem 3 
(except for the proof of Proposition 4). 
Proof of Proposition 4. We let K, = ker a’ = ker h’ , where h’ : (GX), -+ F({bS} U 
{x,}), and K2 = ker a2 = ker h,, where h, : (GX), + F((a,j U ix,}). Then (GX), = 
K, n K2 = ker(h2 1 K, ). The Schreier subgroup theorem 13, p. 1391 implies that 
K, =F(tf,W) U @;)), w h ere w eF({aS} U {x,}). Another use of the Schreier sub- 
group theorem yields a free basis for (GX)2. It is then straightforward to show 
that, modulo the relations fvw = 1 and [a:, bi] = 1, every element of this basis is 
equivalent to some conjugate of one of the (f,“}, ([a:, b;]), or their inverses. 
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